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Abstract 
There is little doubt that information systems security is a major concern for 
companies that are dependent on information technology. Among the risks to 
information system security, insider attacks seem to have the greatest potential for 
creating a significant system failure. Despite the likelihood of insider attacks and the 
potential magnitude of their impact, companies are still not doing enough to protect 
themselves against this kind of threat. By presenting and analyzing a model of an 
insider attack on an information system, this paper provides insights into the 
dynamics of the problem and suggests policies to minimize the risk of security 
failures or at least to reduce the extent of damages should an insider attack occur. 

Introduction 

Insider Attacks, Outsider Attacks and Malicious Insiders 

There are a wide range of possible attacks by malicious individuals that can 
jeopardize the operation of an information system, and therefore the operation of a 
company that depends on it. Broadly, speaking, these attacks can be categorized into 
insider attacks and outsider attacks, depending on whether they were initiated from 
inside or outside the organization. Schultz defines an insider attack as “the intentional 



misuse of computer systems by users who are authorized to access those systems and 
networks” (Schultz 2002). The insider attacker, then, would usually be an employee, a 
contractor or a temporary worker trusted by the organization, and so he1 can cause 
damage from inside any perimeter defenses placed around the system. This fact has 
considerable importance because most companies tend to secure their networks only 
against outsider attacks. 

Schneier uses the term ‘malicious insider’ (Schneier 2000), which seems more 
reasonable, because an insider attacker always has a motive to commit the attack (e.g. 
disgruntlement, revenge, profit-seeking or espionage). A ‘malicious insider’ poses 
great risk to the company because he understands the system, he masters the 
organization and – what is worse – he has nearly perfect knowledge of their 
weaknesses and vulnerabilities. As Schneier points out, “a ‘malicious insider’ might 
have considerable expertise, especially if he was involved in the design of the system 
he is now attacking” (Schneier 2000). 

Thus, we can define a “malicious insider” as a perpetrator who has the necessary 
skills and knowledge, enough access to the system, and a motive to commit the attack. 
From this point onwards, we will refer to a “malicious insider” only as an “insider.” 

According to many authors, insider attacks occur far more frequently than outsider 
attacks (Briney 2001; Dhillon 2001; Dhillon and Moores 2001; Schneier 2000). On 
the other hand, other sources suggest that most attacks come from outside (Power 
2002; Schultz 2002). However, Schultz points out that “it is more likely to be true that 
more successful attacks come from inside (...) there is no debate that insider attacks 
pose a far greater level of risk than outsider attacks” (Schultz 2002). Mitnick 
expresses it this way: “Experience and statistics have clearly shown that the greatest 
threat to the enterprise is from insiders [Mitnick’s emphasis]. It’s insiders who have 
intimate knowledge of where the valuable information resides, and where to hit the 
company to cause the most harm” (Mitnick and Simon 2002, p. 161). 

Hence, we can expect that attacks from inside are more likely to succeed and be more 
harmful to the system than outside attacks. However, many companies are not getting 
the right message. As Scalet points out, “Many companies don’t do enough to protect 
against insider threats” (Scalet 2002). Similarly, the 2001 Information Security 
Industry Survey showed that the number one priority of security professionals is 
securing the network perimeter against external attacks (Briney 2001). 

                                                 
1 Since the vast majority of the malicious insiders have been males there is nothing sexist in using the 
male pronoun “ he”  throughout this paper. 



Information Security Concerns 

Many authors agree that information security is not only a matter of technical controls 
or measures (Power 2000; Dhillon 2001; Dhillon and Moores 2001; Gonzalez and 
Sawicka 2002; Shaw, Ruby, and Post 1998; Schneier 2000). Security work systems 
involve people, organizational factors, technology, tasks people and the working 
environment (Carayon and Kraemer 2002; see also Carayon and Smith 2000; Smith 
and Carayon-Sainfort 1989), and therefore security must cover all of these aspects. In 
this regard, Dhillon has proposed three kinds of security controls to effectively secure 
an information system: 

1. Technical Controls. Technical controls of security are mechanisms that 
protect the system from incidents or attacks: Antivirus software, access 
controls, backups, recovery and audit software, for example. 

2. Formal Controls. Formal controls of security are business structures and 
processes that ensure the correct general conduct of business and reduce the 
probability of an incident or an attack, or at least minimize its impact. For 
example, separating the security organization from other IT departments, 
designing correct segregation of security duties and therefore access rights and 
privileges, designing and controlling the appropriate employee-supervisor 
relationship, routine risk evaluations, etc. 

3. Informal Controls. Informal controls essentially deal with the culture, value 
and belief system of the organization. An organizational culture in which it is 
possible to understand management’ s intentions, and which is conducive to 
developing a shared vision and other informal objectives, would make 
members of the organization more committed to their activities and to the 
success of the organization as a whole. Informal controls might be created, for 
example, by increasing awareness of security issues through education and 
training programs. 

Thus, an organization needs to correctly implement these three kinds of controls to 
effectively secure an information system. The absence of even one of these controls 
can jeopardize the effectiveness of the information system security. Under this model 
we can view security as being a chain with three links: technical, formal and informal 
controls. Like any other chain, security will be only as good as its weakest link. 

In the next section, we present the Tim Lloyd/Omega case study. Analysts consider 
this case to be one of the worst information security disasters that ever happened. This 
case can give us some insights into the factors that lead to a harmful and potentially 
devastating insider attack. 



Synopsis of the Tim Lloyd/Omega Case 
On July 10, 1996, Timothy Allen Lloyd was fired from Omega Engineering Corp., a 
high-tech measurement and instrumentation manufacturer based in Bridgeport, NJ. 
Lloyd had worked for Omega for 11 years, working his way up from being a lowly 
machinist to system administrator. Nevertheless, as the company expanded into a 
global enterprise, Tim Lloyd’ s prominent position slipped from being one of authority 
into being just one member of a team. Feeling ‘disrespected’  because of this perceived 
demotion, Lloyd turned on the company and planted a software “ time bomb”  that 
destroyed the hub of the network that he himself had created. The prolonged system 
downtime that resulted from this incident led to damages, lost contracts, and impaired 
worker productivity that totaled more than $10 million. 

On the morning of July 31, 1996, the time bomb activated and made the server crash 
as Lloyd had planned, deleting more than a thousand programs that “ ran”  the 
company. As Gaudin points out, “ Omega executives didn’ t know this yet, though. All 
they knew was that the file server was down and the manufacturing machines were 
sitting idle, waiting for the tooling programs that had been stored in the file server”  
(Gaudin 2000, p. 2).  

Jim Ferguson, plant manager at Omega, who was called immediately after the server 
had crashed and failed to reboot, went looking for the backup tape while other 
workers tried to bring the server back up. The programs could be taken off the backup 
tape and the machines could run, minimizing the impact of the disruption, even if the 
server was down. However, the backup tape could not be found. It was discovered 
later that Lloyd had removed the backup tape as part of his preparations to maximize 
the impact of the time bomb. 

Ferguson then accessed the individual workstations to retrieve any programs that the 
workers had saved to their desktops. There was nothing for him to find there either. 
“ It was an awful feeling,”  Ferguson says. “ We were just starting to get an idea of all 
the impact and what it was going to mean and how it was going to affect us”  (Gaudin 
2000, p. 2). 

Ferguson’ s attention then turned to Omega’ s former system administrator, Tim Lloyd, 
who had been fired three weeks before the system crashed. Besides having designed 
Omega’ s main computer network, Lloyd had also been the company’ s network 
administrator. As O’ Brien points out: “ He knew the ins and outs of the system and 
had all the supervisory privileges to make network additions, changes and deletions”  
(O'Brien 2002, p. 692). In addition, as Gaudin explains: “ He was also in charge of 
doing backups”  (Gaudin 2000, p. 3). 



Lloyd knew exactly where information was stored and what actions would hurt the 
most. He had an accurate perception of Omega’ s security level and its weaknesses, as 
most insiders do. This let him devise and execute specific actions that would increase 
the attack’ s impact. As Gaudin explains, “ Lloyd had recently taken programs off the 
workstations and centralized them on the one file server, telling workers not to store 
them locally any longer”  (Gaudin 2000, p. 3). 

When Lloyd was fired, “ No one at Omega assigned someone other than Lloyd to do 
the backups. No one checked the file server before or after he left. No one even hired 
a new network administrator after Lloyd was terminated, assuming that all it needed 
was simple maintenance and an outside contractor could take care of that”  (Gaudin 
2000, p. 5).  

Apparently, Lloyd developed his plan over several months, seemingly spending much 
more effort than the company had done to protect itself from insider attacks. Omega 
did not perceive the threat posed to its information system, although precursor 
incidents indicating that security was compromised should have alerted management. 
Indeed, failure to learn from precursor incidents is an ubiquitous trait in all kind of 
safety and security problems (see Cooke 2003a and references therein). 

Problem Analysis 
Before the preparation and execution of the “ big attack” , Tim Lloyd caused the 
occurrence of some incidents that affected proper operation of the information system 
and caused downtime. Arguably, in the absence of formal controls, management 
would perceive downtime as an indicator of security level. Since downtime seems to 
have occurred rarely in the past, and had not have been very serious, management was 
not concerned so much about security. Omega seemed to have an acceptable security 
level, and from this sense of complacency they became victims of their own success. 

In the time before the attack, Omega was expanding from a local company into a 
global enterprise. The high pressure to grow is likely to have diminished 
management’ s commitment to security. Low commitment to security and 
misperception of the security level meant that management actions to improve or, at 
least, maintain the security level were grossly inadequate. 

The incidents mentioned above and the downtime they generated also caused 
workplace discontent. Workplace discontent seems to have worried management the 
most because it affected productivity directly. As described below, management took 
some actions to stop these incidents and improve workplace climate: Tim Lloyd 
received verbal and written warnings, and was demoted. However, there is no 



evidence to the effect that management perceived Lloyd’ s actions as threats to 
security. Rather, there is clear evidence that management interpreted Lloyd’ s behavior 
only as a threat to workplace climate while continuing to trust him completely as a 
computer expert. 

Tim Lloyd was in charge of all security tasks and had unrestricted access to the 
system. As a malicious insider, he had the advantage of being able to reduce the 
security level through actions derived from his knowledge of the system. Such actions 
included centralizing the programs and files that “ ran”  the company in the one file 
server and removing the backup tapes from Omega’ s premises. 

Time Horizon 
We shall consider as time horizon for the model to be the period from early 1995 until 
the end of July of 1996. Indeed, in 1995 Tim Lloyd was demoted from a “ staff 
employee,”  in charge of Omega’ s information system, to a “ rank and file”  employee. 
This perceived demotion led to Lloyd’ s disgruntlement and to an escalation of his 
subversive activities that culminated in the “ time bomb.”   

Model Boundaries 
The model boundaries will be drawn around the insider and Omega’ s management, 
their perception of security and its influence over the security level. We assume that 
Omega had a malicious insider and we analyze which factors provoked a successful 
attack. We are not going to study the insider’ s profile or his psychological behavior. 

Reference Modes 
Following his demotion from a star employee to an average worker, Tim Lloyd 
exhibited public signs of discontent. He became “ an angry man who lashed out, 
verbally and physically, at his co-workers, bottlenecked projects simply because he 
wasn’ t in charge of them, and even knowingly loaded fault programs to make 
coworkers look bad, according to Omega executives. In that year, he had received 
verbal warnings, was written up twice and demoted”  (Gaudin 2000, p. 4). 

A crucial observation is that management perceived Lloyd’ s problematic behavior as 
a disruption of workplace climate and not at all as a threat to the security of the 
company: “ I had trusted Tim Lloyd completely,”  manager Ferguson told the jury 
(Gaudin 2000, p. 3). Further: “ …even while he [Ferguson] was pleading with Lloyd 
for information about the [missing backup] tape, he still was having a hard time 
imaging that Lloyd would have damaged the system. Ferguson had held on to that 
kind of trust even when Lloyd had become a problem employee”  (Gaudin 2000, p. 4). 



Management’ s total obliviousness concerning Tim Lloyd as a threat to Omega’ s 
security is astonishing because Lloyd did cause some problems to the computers and 
the networks, following his feelings of being disrespected, and “ …even knowingly 
loaded fault programs to make coworkers look bad …”  (Gaudin 2000, p. 4). 

Accordingly, the reference behavior modes include Tim Lloyd’ s disruptions of 
workplace climate as well as some security incidents that went unnoticed as security 
threats. Further, the reference behavior includes management preoccupation with 
workplace climate and corresponding obliviousness toward the security threat posed 
by Lloyd. It is likely that the high pressure to grow, which had characterized Omega 
since 1985, made workplace climate the key aspect of concern for management.  

There was an absence of formal policies, as Dhillon defines them (designing correct 
segregation of security duties, designing and controlling an appropriate employee-
supervisor relationship). Neither are there clues about any security audits: The 
deliberate “ markers”  left by Lloyd stayed unnoticed. Therefore, we assume that 
security audits did not exist. 

Tim Lloyd made up his mind to strike some months in advance of the “ big attack.”  
His disgruntlement may have triggered his actions to reduce the security level of the 
system. About a year before he committed the attack, he showed visible signs of 
discontent, and the failure of management to respond to this behavior from a security 
perspective may have encouraged Lloyd to plan his attack. Lloyd’ s behavior and his 
actions to disrupt the information system can also be interpreted as deliberate markers 
to test whether such behavior and manipulations would provoke management 
suspicion of an insider attack. Management’ s failure to react to these markers was a 
clear sign that nobody seemed to be concerned about information security at Omega. 
This lack of concern let Lloyd act with impunity to make the system more vulnerable 
in the few months before he committed the attack. Interestingly, Mitnick and Simon 
(2002, see e.g. p. 20-21) document that probing the alertness of defenses through 
appropriate “ markers”  is part of the “ bag of tricks”  of malicious agents. 

The security level was extremely low at the end of the considered time horizon, i.e. 
when the attack actually occurred. The severe consequences of the attack support this 
conclusion. The security level had decreased significantly during the last few months 
preceding the attack. 

There was a high pressure on the company to grow its business during the entire time 
horizon under consideration. Figure 1 depicts the reference behavior modes of the 
problem. 
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Fig. 1:   Reference Modes: (i) Security Level; (ii) Pressure to Grow; (iii) Workplace Discontent; 

(iv) Formal Controls; (v) Disruptions of Workplace Climate and Precursor Incidents; (vi) Actions 
to Reduce Security Level. 

Dynamic Hypothesis 
The dynamic hypothesis is that insider attacks tend to occur when potential malicious 
insiders perceive the system as being extremely vulnerable. In the case of Omega, risk 
misperception and management priority on growth over security provoked an erosion 
of standards that led Omega to a low level of security (see erosion of standards due to 
the compounded effect of instrumental conditioning and risk misperception in 
Gonzalez and Sawicka 2002, 2003).  

Apparently, the malicious insider perceives this security exposure in an accurate 
manner and this reinforces the probability of attack. The insider tests the alertness of 
the system with “ markers” , i.e. creating small disruptions. In fact, it is likely that the 
intent to launch a big attack originates gradually when small disruptions motivated by 
the insider’ s discontent fail to be detected by management, thus indicating to the 
insider that the system is vulnerable.  

Further, the accurate perception of the system’ s vulnerability, including the 
observation that nobody seems to care, induces insider actions to maximize the impact 
of the attack without being detected. For example, as in Lloyd’ s case, to conduct a test 
attack before the ‘big attack’  or to take the programs off the workstations and 
centralize them in just one file server. These actions to probe the system’ s defenses 



can be interpreted as part of the insider’ s preparatory behavior before launching a full-
scale assault. 

Stock and Flow Model 
The interaction of the key variables of the Tim Lloyd/Omega case can be 
conveniently shown in the stock and flow model in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2:  Stock and Flow Model. 

In this model, Tim Lloyd’ s initial problematic behavior arises as two streams of 
events: the insider precursor incidents and the insider aggressive acts. Both streams of 
events are spontaneous manifestations of Tim Lloyd’ s disgruntlement, rather than 
parts of a planned attack. 
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Fig. 3:  Effect of Insider Incidents on system Downtime. 

The Insider Precursor Incidents are Tim Lloyd’ s actions that directly affect the 
information system causing downtime hours. This effect is represented in figure 3 
and, as it can be seen, the impact of those incidents on the system downtime depends 
on their frequency and on their severity. Since these incidents act directly on the 
information system, the Technical Security Level of the system determined their 
severity.  

We are assuming that the totality of the technical security mechanisms completely 
protects the system from attacks or, at least, that if an attack occurs then its impact on 
downtime is negligible. Therefore, the technical security level determines the severity 
of the time bomb and the precursor incidents. 
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Fig. 4:  Effect of Insider Actions on Workplace Discontent. 

Note that the effect of the time bomb is also represented in this part of the model, 
although it is part of a planned attack. This happens because this subsystem captures 
the effect of Tim Lloyd’ s actions on the system downtime. Prior to the time bomb, 
these actions were not perceived as security problems but rather as disruptions of 
workplace climate (see the next subsystem). 



The second stream of events, Insider Aggressive Acts, includes verbal and physical 
actions by Tim Lloyd against other employees at Omega, which were emotional signs 
of his disgruntlement. As shown in figure 4, these aggressive acts and the downtime 
due to incidents caused a climate of Workplace Discontent. Management perceived 
this discontent and warned Tim Lloyd. When workplace discontent reached a certain 
threshold, management took the decision to fire him. This triggered the time bomb 
countdown. 

An important aspect is that Tim Lloyd anticipated that he would be fired. In the lower 
right corner of figure 4, the variable Insider Forecast of Workplace Discontent 

represents this fact. It is assumed that Lloyd anticipated that his actions would 
increase workplace discontent and that he would be fired as a consequence. Based on 
his forecast of the future chain of events, he decided to attack and made all the 
necessary preparations for the time bomb in advance. During this preparation time, he 
stopped creating the precursor incidents that caused downtime in the system so as not 
to be caught. When the management decided to fire Lloyd, the bomb was already 
tested and ready to deploy. 

These two ‘decision’  variables, Management Decision to Fire and Insider Decision to 

Attack, act as binary variables (true or false). Their value has a significant impact on 
the global behavior of the system. 
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Fig. 5:  Security Level Reduction. 

Figure 5 represents the security level reduction subsystem. Upon his decision to 
attack, Tim Lloyd reduced the technical security level of the system through well-
targeted actions. As a result, the severity of the time bomb would be maximized. In 
the absence of formal controls Tim Lloyd could act unnoticed to reduce the technical 
security level. 

The lack of formal controls is also manifested in the way management perceived the 
security level of the system in terms of downtime instead of in terms of security audits 



or another established formal controls. This perception on the part of management and 
the Management Commitment to Security determined the technical security increment. 
Note that management commitment to security depends on the pressure to grow as 
has been argued before, which is analogous to management commitment to safety 
depending on the pressure for production as modeled by Cooke (2003b). 

Note that we have calibrated the model parameters so that the behavior obtained from 
the model is coherent with the chronology of the real case. This is arguably a good 
choice given there is no precise information about the quantity and magnitude of the 
precursor incidents nor about the actions to debilitate the technical security of the 
system. 

Some modifications of the temporal parameters can make the system behave 
significantly differently. For example, when Time to Reduce Workplace Discontent is 
decreased, the simulated Tim Lloyd does not decide to attack the system. Another 
interesting behavior appears when Management Perception Time is increased. In such 
case, the simulated Tim Lloyd is committed to attack but Omega does not fire him. In 
order to obtain a more realistic behavior, the model should include a mechanism that 
allows Tim Lloyd to revoke his decision to attack upon realizing that he is not going 
to be fired anyway. 

Behavior over Time 

The simulation results show that the causal structure described above was able to 
faithfully reproduce the reference behavior modes. 
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Fig. 6:  Behavior of Insider Actions over Time. 



Figure 6 shows how the model represents the Insider Precursor Incidents and the 
Insider Aggressive Acts as a train of pulses of value 1. When Tim Lloyd decides to 
attack, this train of pulses stops and the Insider Actions to Reduce Technical Security 
level starts. 
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Fig. 7:  Behavior of Workplace Discontent over Time. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of the insider aggressive acts and downtime due to precursor 
incidents on workplace discontent climate. Management perceives this discontent and 
compares it to a workplace discontent threshold. When discontent reaches the 
threshold in week 74, management decides to fire Tim Lloyd.  
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Fig. 8:  Behavior of System’ s Security Level over Time. 



As argued previously, upon his decision to attack Tim Lloyd acted to reduce the 
technical security level, and the effects can be seen in figure 8. 

Close to week 60, when Lloyd decided to attack, the technical security level starts to 
decrease. Nevertheless, management did not perceive any threat to security, but 
rather, as seen before, management interpreted precursor incidents and aggressive acts 
as threats only to workplace climate. Moreover, in the absence of any other control to 
measure the security level, Lloyd continued to reduce the technical security of the 
system. When the “ big attack”  occurred, the time bomb had disastrous consequences 
and downtime shot up. 

Discussion of Results 
Once the model had been validated against the reference behavior modes, its behavior 
was tested by making four different assumptions about the formal security controls: 
absence of formal controls (no formal controls), poor, normal and high level of 
implementation of formal controls. As argued in this paper, formal controls play an 
important roll in securing an information system. The results from testing model 
behavior under these four assumptions appear to support this argument. 
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Fig. 9:  Change in Management Perception of Security when Formal Controls increase. 

First, in figure 9 we can see that the quality of management perception of security 
improves significantly when the level of implementation of formal controls increases. 
When the insider starts creating incidents in the system, which causes some minor 
downtime, management quickly perceives the incidents as an important risk exposure 



and a reduction in security level. This improved perception lets management increase 
the technical security level before something worse happens (see figure 11). 
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Fig. 10:  Change in Technical Security Reduction when Formal Controls increase. 

The effectiveness of increasing the formal controls can also be seen in figure 10, 
where the reduction of the technical security level by the insider is diminished. This 
happens because when formal controls are implemented (e.g. security duties are 
segregated or access controls are correctly designed), the insider’ s capacity to damage 
the system is reduced. Note that there is a fourfold reduction in the insider’ s capacity 
to damage the system compared to the initial simulation. 
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Fig. 11:  Change in Technical Security Level when Formal Controls increase. 



Another important result from increasing the level of implementation of formal 
controls is that the technical security level at the end of the simulation period does not 
fall to levels low enough to present a significant risk. As can be seen in figure 11, 
when no formal controls are implemented, technical security level falls to 40% of its 
normal level because of the insider’ s actions. This was a crucial factor in the Tim 
Lloyd/Omega case in that the impact of the time bomb was extremely high because of 
the diminished technical security level. As implementation of formal controls 
increases, the insider’ s actions to reduce the technical security level are less effective, 
and therefore the technical security level stays in an acceptable range of values. 

Learning from Incidents 

A “ Learning from Incidents”  policy could also have been implemented at Omega. A 
thorough discussion of this idea is found in a parallel paper by Cooke (2003a). The 
kind of “ incident learning system”  represented by the proposed policy would include 
a structured analysis of incidents to better understand their causes and consequences. 
Such a policy may have enabled management to recognize the first incidents 
generated by Tim Lloyd as a threat to information system security and to take action 
based on this knowledge. The existence of a policy for more rigorous analysis of the 
precursor incidents would facilitate detection of the threat posed by Tim Lloyd to the 
information system. 

A practical consequence of this policy could have been Lloyd’ s early dismissal as 
soon as he committed the first incidents or, at least, immediate action could have been 
taken to reduce Lloyd’ s level of access to the system. The introduction of the policy in 
the model can be seen in figure 12. 
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Fig. 12:  Incident Learning System structure. 

It is difficult to anticipate Tim Lloyd’ s response to early dismissal. In the worst case, 
he would have tried to attack the system anyway. However, without his preparatory 
actions to diminish the security level, the impact of such attack would have been 
significantly reduced. This can be seen in figure 13, where the impact of the attack is 
represented. 
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Fig. 13:  Impact of incidents. 

From a more optimistic perspective, the early dismissal of Tim Lloyd could even have 
prevented the attack. Together with preventative measures, Tim Lloyd may not have 
had the opportunity to prepare and activate an attack, no matter how desperate he was 
to do so. Surely, once a decision had been made to fire him, his access to the system 
would have been cut off completely and security personnel would have escorted him 
out of the building. 

Chapter 10 of Mitnick and Simon (2002) states the following under the heading 
Saying Good-Bye to Employees: “ The point has been made earlier in these pages 
about the need for iron-clad procedures when a departing employee has had access to 
sensitive information, passwords, dial-in numbers, and the like. Your security 
procedures need to provide a way to keep track of who has authorization to various 
systems. It may be tough to keep a determined social engineer from slipping past your 
security barriers, but don’ t make it easy for an ex-employee.”  This point is illustrated 
by the case of “ the humiliated boss”  (Mitnick and Simon 2002, p. 159ff) in which a 
disgruntled employee managed to plant pornographic slides in a budget presentation 
made by his former boss, despite his having been taken by surprise by his instant 
demotion, because of inadequate procedures to eliminate the employees’  access 
options following his demotion. 



Conclusions 
It is important to understand that information system security is not just a matter of 
implementing technical security mechanisms. A good system of formal controls that 
has been well implemented can make a big difference to whether or not the security 
system is breached when an insider attack occurs. It may be too difficult to predict or 
to avoid an insider attack, but there is no doubt that the effect of a malicious attack 
can be minimized through better organizational procedures. In this sense, there must 
be an appropriate segregation of security tasks and other information system 
administration tasks in order to effectively secure the system against insider attacks. 
Access controls and privileges must be properly designed and supervised. No single 
person should control the system from “ front to back”  and neither should anyone have 
unrestricted access to the whole network. 

Besides, mere technical or formal controls are still insufficient. To effectively secure 
the system, management should put in place some informal policies such as 
increasing awareness in security matters through educational and training programs, 
which help employees to understand: 

� How the system works (or should work), 
� The kind of risks that are posed to the information system, 
� The three different aspects security must cover, 
� The role that each employee plays in securing the system, 
� The legislative sanctions to intentional misuse of information systems and 

enterprise-owned data (it is usually a good deterrent of insider attacks), and 
� The security tools or measures employees and managers should put in 

place at any time, especially when becoming aware of a specific risk. 

As a result, a company might devise an organizational subculture of information 
security, where people are aware of the risks posed to the system and are empowered 
to act in mitigation of them. It is very important that managers lead these kinds of 
initiatives, showing a public and genuine commitment to security. 

Although Dhillon points out informal policies as the most cost-effective controls that 
an organization can implement to secure the system (Dhillon 1999), there is no doubt 
that direct results from these kinds of policies are more difficult to measure and might 
only appear in the long term.  

It is important to note that management should pay special attention to any employee 
who is showing signs of discontent, particularly if that employee holds an 
information-critical position. Management must consider this kind of problematic 
behavior as a threat to the information system, and when detected, should monitor the 
network for unusual activities that may be attributed to the insider. 



Although this model addresses a particularly pathological case (most system 
administrators don’ t betray their companies), it gives enough understanding of the 
dynamic and complex relationships between information technology, organizational 
structure and people in an enterprise environment, and it demonstrates that is in these 
complex relationships where the general problem of security (or insecurity) of an 
information system resides. 

Although this work has been widely discussed and reviewed by several system 
dynamics researchers, it is still preliminary. Our effort is part of a research program 
involving several authors. As a next step we intend to develop a more generic model 
to facilitate the understanding of the complexity of information system security, 
paying special attention to insider attacks. 
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Appendix: Stock and Flow Model Equations 
 

Aggressive Acts Unit = 1 Action 1 

Commitment to Security = 1 - Pressure to Grow  2 

Decision to fire = IF THEN ELSE (Management Perception of Workplace 
Discontent>Management Workplace Discontent Threshold, 1,0) 3 

Decision to Fire Trigger = INTEG (Decision to fire, 0) 4 

Desired Technical Security = 0.8 DS 5 

Desired Workplace Discontent = 0 DU 6 

Downtime = INTEG (Impact of Incidents - Downtime Recovery, 0) DS 7 

Downtime Recovery = Downtime / Downtime Recovery Time DS/Week 8 

Downtime Recovery Time = 4 Week 9 

Effect of Aggressive Acts on Workplace Discontent = Insider Aggressive Acts * 
Severity of Aggressive Acts DU 10 

Effect of Downtime on Workplace Climate = Downtime * Fractional Effect of 
Downtime on Workplace Discontent DU 11 

Effect of Technical Security Level on Precursor Incident Severity = 0.05 1/Incident 12 

Effect of Technical Security Level on Time Bomb Severity = 1 1/Incident 13 

Forecast Time = 1 Week 14 

Formal Controls = 0.1  15 

Fractional Effect of Downtime on Management Perception of Technical Security = 20 
 16 

Fractional Effect of Downtime on Workplace Discontent = 0.5 DU/DS 17 

Fractional Effect of Formal Controls on Mgmt Time to Perceive Technical Security = 
4 Week 18 

Fractional Time Increment = 4 Week 19 

Impact of Incidents = (Precursor Incident Severity * Insider Precursor Incidents + 
Time Bomb * Time Bomb Severity) / Impact Time DS/Week 20 

Impact Time = 1 Week 21 

Incidents Unit = 1 Incident 22 

Init TSL = 0.8 DS 23 

Insider Actions Severity = Insider Desired Technical Security Reduction * Insider 
Capacity to Reduce Technical Security DS/Action 24 



Insider Actions to Reduce Technical Security = Insider Decision to Attack * PULSE 
TRAIN (0, 1, 4, 100) * Aggressive Acts Unit Action 25 

Insider Aggressive Acts = IF THEN ELSE (Start of Problematic Behavior = 1, (1 - 
Insider Decision to Attack) * PULSE TRAIN (0, 1, 12, 500), 0) * Aggressive Acts Unit 
Action 26 

Insider Capacity to Reduce Technical Security = (1 - Formal Controls)  27 

Insider Decision to Attack = IF THEN ELSE (Insider Decision to Attack Trigger> = 
1, 1, 0)  28 

Insider Decision to Attack Trigger = INTEG (Insider Forecast of Workplace 
Discontent, 0)  29 

Insider Desired Technical Security Reduction = 0.1 DS/Action 30 

Insider Forecast of Workplace Discontent = IF THEN ELSE (Workplace 
Discontent>Insider Workplace Discontent Threshold, 1, 0) / Forecast Time /Week 31 

Insider Precursor Incidents = IF THEN ELSE (Start of Problematic Behavior = 1, (1 
- Insider Decision to Attack) * PULSE TRAIN (0, 1, 6, 500), 0) * Incidents Unit 
Incident 32 

Insider Workplace Discontent Threshold = 0.3 DU 33 

Management Perception of Technical Security = SMOOTH (Init TSL - Downtime * 
Fractional Effect of Downtime on Management Perception of Technical Security, 
Time to Perceive Technical Security) DS 34 

Management Perception of Workplace Discontent = SMOOTH (Workplace 
Discontent, Management Perception Time) DU 35 

Management Perception Time = 24 Week 36 

Management Workplace Discontent Threshold = 0.219DU 37 

Precursor Incident Severity = (1 - Technical Security Level) * Effect of Technical 
Security Level on Precursor Incident Severity DS/Incident 38 

Preparing Time Bomb = IF THEN ELSE (Decision to Fire Trigger>0, 1, 0) 39 

Pressure to Grow = 0.9  40 

Severity of Aggressive Acts = 0.2 DU/Action 41 

Start of Problematic Behavior = STEP (1, 20)  42 

Technical Security Increment = (Desired Technical Security - Management 
Perception of Technical Security) / Time to Increment Technical Security DS/Week 43 

Technical Security Level = INTEG (Technical Security Increment - Technical 
Security Reduction, Init TSL) DS 44 

Technical Security Reduction = Insider Actions to Reduce Technical Security * 
Insider Actions Severity / Time to Reduce Technical Security Level DS/Week 45 



Time to Increment Technical Security = Fractional Time Increment / Commitment to 
Security Week 46 

Time to Increment Workplace Discontent = 2 Week 47 

Time to Perceive Technical Security = Fractional Effect of Formal Controls on Mgmt 
Time to Perceive Technical Security / Formal Controls Week 48 

Time to Reduce Technical Security Level = 1 Week 49 

Time to Reduce Workplace Discontent = 24 Week 50 

Time Bomb = DELAY FIXED (3 * Incidents Unit * Preparing Time Bomb, 6, 0) 
Incident 51 

Time Bomb Severity = (1 - Technical Security Level) * Effect of Technical Security 
Level on Time Bomb Severity DS/Incident 52 

Workplace Discontent = INTEG (Workplace Discontent Increment - Workplace 
Discontent Reduction, 0) DU 53 

Workplace Discontent Increment = (Effect of Aggressive Acts on Workplace 
Discontent + Effect of Downtime on Workplace Climate) / Time to Increment 
Workplace Discontent DU/Week 54 

Workplace Discontent Reduction = (Management Perception of Workplace 
Discontent - Desired Workplace Discontent) / Time to Reduce Workplace Discontent 
 55 
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